ZUSAMMENFASSUNG Ziel Vergleich von richtig positiven und falsch negativen Werten bei myokardialem Ödem-Mapping zweier Methoden. Der Ödemnachweis mittels MRT kann schwierig sein. Material und Methoden 76 Patienten (Alter 59 ± 11 Jahre, 15 weiblich) mit akutem Myokardinfarkt (MI) und 10 gesunde Probanden wurden prospektiv in diese am Einzelzentrum durchgeführte Studie eingeschlossen. Im Median 2,5 Tage nach Revaskularisation wurde eine Herz-MRT bei 1,5 T zum Ödem-Mapping durchgeführt: Eine Steady-State-Free-Precession (SSFP)-Mapping-Sequenz mit T 2 -Präparationspulsen (T 2 prep) sowie ein Dual-contrast-Fast-Spin-Echo (dcFSE)-Signalzerfall-Ödem-Mapping. Als Referenz für ein zu erwartendes Ödem im akut infarzierten Myokard wurde Late-Gadolinium-Enhancement (LGE) eingesetzt. Ergebnisse 311 Myokardsegmente in Patienten waren akut infarziert, mit einem mittleren T 2 von 73 ms für T 2 prep-SSFP vs. 87 ms für dcFSE-Ödem-Mapping. In gesunden Probanden war das mittlere myokardiale T 2 56 ms für T 2 prep-SSFP vs. 50 ms für dcFSE-Ödem-Mapping. Operationscharakteristiken eines Beobachters (ROC-Kurven) für T 2 prep-SSFP zeigten eine Fläche unter der Optimierungskurve (AUC) von 0,962, p < 0,0001, Youden-Index J 0,8266, assoziierter Schwellenwert > 60 ms, Sensitivität 94 %, Spezifität 89 %. Für dcFSE war die ROC-AUC 0,979, p < 0,0001, J 0,9219, assoziierter Schwellenwert > 64 ms, Sensitivität 93 %, Spezifität 99 %. Schlussfolgerung Beide Methoden zum Ödem-Mapping erfassen ein höhergradiges Ödem mit hoher Sensitivität. Dennoch kann ein Ödem mit beiden Mapping-Methoden auch bei akutem Infarkt fokal unterschätzt werden. Kernaussagen: ▪ Beide Methoden zeigen eine hohe Sensitivität zur Detektion eines Ödems. ▪ Ödeme können von T 2 prep-SSFP und dcFSE-Mapping fokal unterschätzt werden.
(dcFSE) signal decay edema mapping. Late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) was used as the reference for expected edema in acute MI.
Results 311 myocardial segments in patients were acutely infarcted with mean T 2 73 ms for T 2 prep SSFP vs. 87 ms for dcFSE edema mapping. In healthy volunteers the mean T 2 was 56 ms for T 2 prep SSFP vs. 50 ms for dcFSE edema mapping. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve for T 2 prep SSFP show area under the curve (AUC) 0.962, p < 0.0001, Youden index J 0.8266, associated criterion > 60 ms, sensitivity 94 %, specificity 89 %. dcFSE ROC AUC 0.979, p < 0.0001, J 0.9219, associated criterion > 64 ms, sensitivity 93 %, specificity 99 %.
Introduction
Myocardial edema can be difficult to detect in cardiac MRI due to the low contrast between edematous and remote myocardium [1, 2] . Quantitative cardiac MRI for evaluation of the myocardium is under clinical investigation and has proven to be superior to visual or semiquantitative edema imaging [1] . For "myocardial T 2 mapping", a T 2 prepared Steady State Free Precession (SSFP) sequence with T 2 -preparation pulses (T 2 prep) is commonly utilized [2] .
An alternative dual-contrast Fast Spin-Echo (dcFSE) signal decay edema mapping method revealed a high signal increase in myocardial segments with edema. As in FSE imaging, the signal decay time is prolonged not only by T 2 but also by T 1 effects [3, 4] . Comparison of these mapping methods in patients with inflammatory disease such as myocarditis, who may benefit most from edema imaging [5] , is complicated, as there is no suitable reference method or reference standard proving areas with edema.
The aim of this study was to evaluate potential underestimation of edema in overlaps of healthy and pathologic values. This should be achieved with a representative comparison of dcFSE and T 2 prep SSFP myocardial edema mapping with cohorts for healthy and edematous myocardium, in healthy controls, and edema in acute myocardial ST-elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI), using late gadolinium enhancement as the reference standard for infarcted areas of myocardium.
The dcFSE edema mapping method is based on multi-parametric signal decay with T 1 contamination and does not represent absolutely accurate T 2 . Therefore, we use the term "Signal Decay Time" (SDT) as the value for dcFSE edema mapping [3] . Values derived from T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping are denoted as T 2 .
We hypothesized that the relative signal increase in edema may be higher in dcFSE than in T 2 prep SSFP myocardial edema mapping.
Materials and Methods

Study Population
76 patients with primary acute ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) (mean age: 58.9 ± 11.4 years; range: 38-82 years; 15 females, 61 males) were prospectively included in this single-center study between August 2013 and February 2016. Cardiac MRI was performed at median 2.5 days (range: 1-10 days) after catheter-based coronary artery revascularization. The heart rate in patients was 69 ± 14 bpm (range: 46-148 bpm).
13 male patients were excluded from descriptive statistics and comparison of the methods due to incompliance with breath commands. In six patients, no edema imaging was performed. In four patients, only T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping was completed, and in three patients, only dcFSE signal decay edema mapping was completed. 63 datasets remained for evaluation. 10 healthy volunteers (age: 33.6 ± 14.4 years; range [23; 61 years], 4 women) underwent non-contrast cardiac MRI and were serially also examined with dcFSE signal decay edema mapping and T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping for evaluation of scannerspecific normal values in a single examination. The data for healthy volunteers in dcFSE signal decay edema has already been published before [3] , was used to determine normal variation in this study and is given in this study for comprehension within this publication.
The institutional review board approved this prospective study (504/2013BO1). Written and informed consent for study participation was obtained from all subjects.
Image Acquisition
Cardiac MRI was performed on a 1.5 T MRI scanner (MAGNETOM Avanto, SIEMENS Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). DcFSE signal decay edema mapping and T 2 prep balanced SSFP myocardial edema mapping were performed in corresponding three representative short-axis slices (basal, mid-ventricular, and apical). Edema mapping measurements were conducted before contrast agent administration serially in random order for each slice of each method in one breath-hold. Sequence parameters were predeter-mined in the precursor study, optimized for both edema mapping methods and were not changed for this study. T 2 mapping sequence parameters are listed in ▶ Table 1 .
Late Gadolinium Enhancement (LGE) imaging was acquired 10 minutes after body weight-adapted intravenous administration of contrast agent (1.5 mmol/kg body weight, Gadobutrol (Gadovist, Bayer Vital, Leverkusen, Germany)). LGE imaging was performed as a stack of short-axis slices of a 2D T 1 weighted spoiled gradient echo sequence with manually adjusted optimal inversion recovery timing.
Image analysis
Edema maps for both dcFSE and T 2 prep SSFP were calculated on an offline workstation by two readers in consensus (5 and 12 years of experience in cardiac MR imaging). Noise-corrected signal decay time (SDT) values of dcFSE and T 2 values for T 2 prep SSFP mapping were evaluated from measurement data using a self-written fitting program in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) as described before in the precursor study [3] . Unevaluable segments were recorded (artifacts due to trigger, breathing, folding, susceptibility).
To generate nominal data in a dichotomous trait (edema within a segment/no edema within a segment) data was categorized as follows: For both edema mapping methods, SDT or T 2 values were considered as pathologic if above the 97.5 % quantile in the healthy volunteer cohort. LGE images were evaluated on an offline workstation (CVI 42, Circle Cardiovascular Imaging, Calgary AB, Canada), also on a nominal scale and in a dichoto-mous trait (LGE within a segment/no LGE within a segment). LGE in a thinned myocardium from potential previous unrecognized myocardial infarction was excluded.
Each imaging method was evaluated according to the 16 segments of the AHA model. According to the pretest probability for occurrence of edema, segments were categorized in groups as described in the precursor study [ 
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using JMP (Version 13.1, SAS Institute Inc., Cary NC, USA), receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted with MedCalc (Version 18.10, MedCalc Software, Ostend, Belgium). Variables are expressed as mean value ± standard deviation (SD). Relative signal increase in percent of mean SDT in patients' myocardium groups compared to healthy volunteer controls was calculated.
For all comparisons and tests between methods, multiplication of samples with 16 measurements per individual was avoided. Only one segment per individual or a mean value of measurements within one individual was compared.
ROC curves were plotted for both methods to plot the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) for all evaluable segments: SDT/T 2 values of all segments in each healthy volunteer were considered as true negative (TN). SDT/T 2 value of all acutely infarcted segments with positive LGE (segment groups 1 & 2a) in each patient were considered true positive (TP). All other segment groups were not evaluated in ROC curves.
A two-sided McNemar's test was applied to test for marginal homogeneity in the diagnosis of edema in LGE positive segments (group 1 and 2a) for both edema mapping techniques. For McNemar's test, binary ordinal edema data was generated for each method and transferred to a contingency table: If all group 1 and 2a segments within a patient had a SDT or T 2 value above pathological cut-off above 97.5 % upper quantile of healthy volunteers, binary code 1 (edema) was assigned. If one or more segments within a patient had SDT or T 2 values below the pathological cutoff, binary code 0 (no edema) was assigned. Level of significance α was set to 5 %. Power analysis (1-β) for McNemar's test was performed to control type-II error (β) according to Connor [6] . The sensitivity for both methods was calculated from this dichotomous data: Sensitivity = true positives/(true positives + false negatives). Null hypothesis (H 0 ) was that there is no difference in false negatives for both methods in myocardial segments with edema. Table 2 .
For dcFSE edema mapping in healthy volunteers, the mean SDT was 50 ± 6 ms (this result was previously published in the precursor study), the 97.5 % upper quantile was 64.5 ms. For T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping, the mean T 2 in healthy volunteers was 56 ± 5 ms, and the 97.5 % upper quantile was 67.9 ms. From this, pathologic thresholds for edema diagnosis in this study were determined as SDT ≥ 65 ms for dcFSE; and T 2 ≥ 68 ms for T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping.
▶ Fig. 2 depicts clinical MR images of both methods in an exemplary patient. Five patients were excluded from intermethod comparison for incomplete datasets within the tested groups in one or both of the methods, so that 58 patients were included in McNemar's test.
Statistical Testing
The contingency table for both methods is given in ▶ Table 3 . The discordance (contingency table cells c and b) was 27, and the Chi-square statistic was 23.51. McNemar's test revealed significant marginal inhomogeneity between the methods (p < 0.0001), power (1-β = 0.99). The sensitivity for dcFSE edema mapping was 79 % and for T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping was 33 % determined with the contingency table using the fixed specificity ▶ Fig. 1 All edema mapping SDT/T2 data plotted in a boxplot by rank of signal intensity for a dcFSE and b T 2 prep SSFP. a In dcFSE the relative signal increase in edema in acutely infarcted segments (orange, turquoise) is higher, but with a high range. In dcFSE the low outlier values in edema can most likely be explained by susceptibility and they reduce sensitivity and specificity for dcFSE. b In T 2 prep SSFP healthy volunteers show high outliers, which are responsible for reduced sensitivity and specificity in the further evaluation. The MVO area itself shows typically low intensity due to a susceptibility artifact in both methods. 
Discussion
In the present study we systematically compared two cardiac MRI T 2 edema mapping methods for signal increase, as well as for true positive and false negative results in high-grade edema of acute myocardial infarction. The relative signal increase in edema was higher in dcFSE compared to T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping as expected due to T 1 contamination. In intra-methodal comparison, both methods show high sensitivity and specificity. Unexpectedly, inter-methodal comparison of the edema mapping methods indicate more focal false negatives in T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping in our study approach.
In our study, McNemar's test revealed that focal false negative underestimation of high-grade edema was significantly higher in T 2 prep SSFP compared to dcFSE edema.
The low sensitivity in McNemar's test is because two strict conditions had to be achieved: 1) the edema mapping SDT/T 2 value must be above the 97.5 % upper quantile of healthy volunteers; and 2) one acutely infarcted segment below this value results in the entire patient being categorized as "false negative". The specificity was not calculated in the contingency table/McNemar analysis for this was manually set by the cut-off above the 97.5 % upper quantile. As graphically visible in the boxplots of all data, the high outlier values of healthy volunteers in T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping were higher up to the median in acutely infarcted segments. For T 2 prep SSFP this led to a higher pathologic cut-off value using the 97.5 % upper quantile (> 68 ms) than associated criterion in ROC analysis (> 60 ms). On the other hand, the range of acutely infarcted segments was very wide in dcFSE edema mapping, also leading to a certain underestimation of edema.
ROC curves instead indicate high sensitivity and specificity of both methods with even higher sensitivity of T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping, resulting in a lower specificity as a matter of course.
Concerning our segment-based ROC analysis, a multiplication of sample bias with 16 measurements in healthy volunteers and a mean of 5 measurements in STEMI patients has to be stated. A reduction to only one measurement per study subject by mean values, highest values or lowest values would have led to underrepresentation of either high or low values and would not have taken these important margins into account.
Edema mapping techniques are known to outperform qualitative T 2 imaging [3] . Nevertheless, this study shows underestimation may occur also in edema mapping. If focal underestimation of edema is clinically relevant for an individual, the McNemar analysis should be taken in account.
To evaluate true positives and false negatives, only healthy volunteers and patients with edema with the maximum possible extent and development were examined in this study. This edema extent in STEMI patients may be used to evaluate the area at risk in clinical trials, but has only little impact on the clinical decision and outcome. However, detection of low-grade and diffuse edema is most important for the diagnosis of inflammatory cardiac diseases, such as myocarditis [5, [7] [8] [9] , sarcoidosis [10] , cardiac allograft rejection [11] , connective tissue and rheumatic disorders [12, 13] and myocardial involvement in antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)-associated vasculitis [14] . Misinterpretation and overdiagnosis of edema is possible using T 1 contaminated methods such as dcFSE, especially in the case of T 1 elevation due to diffuse fibrosis or scar. dcFSE may probably falsely yield a higher SDT in subacute or chronic MI unlike T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping. The extent of edema in the segments adjacent to infarction (group 3) and remote from infarction (group 4) cannot be validated with a reference method, as their edema mapping results only indicate potential low-grade edema. Thus, no evaluation of the validity of false positive and false negative findings has been performed in these segment groups.
As previously published by Baeßler et al., we expected a different SDT or T 2 for different edema mapping methods [15] . Her working group has already proven the reproducibility of three different T 2mapping methods for cardiac MRI in healthy volunteers [16] .
Our mean value for T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping in healthy volunteers is similar to previously published values [9, 16, 17] , but we found higher outliers also in healthy volunteers in both methods leaving no gap between volunteers and patients but rather a typical continuum, with a cut-off value influencing diagnostic accuracy.
As a general finding, we determined an underestimation even of high-grade edema when performing cardiac MRI edema mapping in patients suffering from acute myocardial infarction. Therefore, an even higher underestimation with a reduced sensitivity and specificity must be expected in low-and intermediate-grade edema as may occur in inflammatory cardiomyopathy. This has also recently been hypothesized by Baeßler et al., as they found higher diagnostic performance in the diagnosis of myocarditis in parameters derived from mean absolute deviation of myocardial T 2 than by mere global myocardial T 2 values, due to a high overlap of these absolute values with those of healthy volunteers [18] . As previously hypothesized by Montant et al., the cut-off values are helpful for differentiation but edema has to be considered a continuum between a pathologic core and a potentially healthy remote myocardium [19] .
Two different but similar cut-off values for SDT and T 2 in both edema mapping methods were confirmed (around 65 ms). The spread and range of signal decay time in dcFSE edema mapping were higher than in T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping. The higher signal increase in FSE imaging arises mainly from the contribution of T 1 contamination from stimulated echoes. Other effects may be a higher slice thickness and thus thicker slabs of myocardium depicted in FSE images with potential partial volume effects, less absolute and less homogeneous signal in FSE images, and only two time-points for dcFSE edema mapping. Various other reasons influence T 2 quantification in clinical imaging for both methods: variation in flip angle, pulse sequence timing, magnetic field inhomogeneity and crusher gradients [3, 4] . A higher signal in dark-blood FSE images may be expected in infarcted segments due to reduced contractility of the myocardium as well as due to the slowflow artifact of blood in the trabecula [20] . All mapping techniques suffer from potential partial volume effects with pericardial fat and the blood pool [21] . As influences of T 1 and magnetization transfer cannot be ruled out in dcFSE signal generation [22] , the decay time evaluated in "dcFSE myocardial edema mapping" is predominantly dependent on the T 2 constant but remains multi-parametric. Consequently, we chose the expression "signal decay time" (SDT) for this value is not true T 2 . Methods to quantitatively determine myocardial edema are commonly referred to as "myocardial T 2 mapping" [1, 9, 23] . This seems justified for T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping measures T 2 .
Both methods compared in our study acquire all image data of one slice in all contrasts for mapping within one breath-hold, to ensure clinical practicability. For absolute quantification of T 2 decay time, all methods clinically applicable for cardiac imaging are not sufficient: much longer acquisition times, more different contrast images, as well as exclusion of T 1 and T 2 * contamination would be needed for absolute quantification of T 2 decay time. The influence of T 2 * susceptibility effect is demonstrated by the separate evaluation of the MVO area itself (segment group 2b) with artificially very low SDT and T 2 values in the center of infarction. The same seg-▶ The contribution of both T 1 and T 2 to signal increase in dcFSE edema mapping has been demonstrated in the precursor study [3] and can be considered as the most important reason for the higher sensitivity. The signal increase measured by dcFSE in edema is not absolute T 2 but a new parameter dependent on T 1 and T 2 and referred to as SDT (signal decay time). The effect of edema detection by myocardial T 1 mapping is probably subject to the same effect. The underestimation of low-grade edema in T 2 prep SSFP edema mapping may be a reason why T 1 mapping has meanwhile been proposed for the diagnosis of myocarditis [24] and has become one major criterion in the updated Lake Louise Criteria for myocarditis [25] and structured reporting [26] . However, this study cannot draw conclusions about whether myocardial T 1 mapping is sufficient to detect edema. If myocardial T 1 mapping is used for edema detection, it may suffer from lower specificity due to changes reported in many diseases with higher extracellular compartment [21, 27] .
There are no general recommendations as to whether a healthy volunteer control group for each sequence and even each scanner at each site is needed [28] but it may be beneficial for the local interpretation of results.
Limitations
As a limitation in study design, only acute post-infarction edema was examined but may not be representative for subtle edema in inflammatory cardiomyopathy as myocarditis with subacute or chronic onset. No motion correction was applied. The apical slice was included in this evaluation, but this area is often prone to partial volume artifacts. Therefore, all images and segments with misalignment were excluded from evaluation to eliminate influence from motion correction algorithms. No exclusion of other cardiomyopathies potentially being present in addition to acute STEMI was performed. No reference method for the occurrence of edema in vivo is available, but myocardial edema in acute MI is highly expected. No histological confirmation of the findings was performed in this study. Myocardial edema and correlation with T 2 has been previously verified in a porcine model [29] . In a discussion about post-initial decrease wave of edema 24 hours after reperfusion, this phenomenon has then been interpreted as hemorrhage [30, 31] . We have controlled this effect by exclusion and separate evaluation of the MVO area with hemorrhage. Nevertheless, LGE is not a perfect reference standard. Women with STEMI were underrepresented with only 24 % of the patient cohort. The healthy volunteer cohort is relatively small.
Conclusion
In conclusion, both edema mapping methods indicate high-grade edema with high sensitivity. Nevertheless, edema in acute infarction may be focally underestimated in both mapping methods.
